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I. IN~TRODLJCTIOX 
We will consider differentiable homeomorphisms on a prescribed open 
interval X which may be unbounded. As in topological dynamics by a (con- 
tinuous) flow on X we mean a triple (X, R, x), where R denotes the additive 
group of real numbers and a: X x R --f X is continuous and (X, R, r) satisfies 
(i) 7r(x, 0) = x, x E x. 
(ii) 7r(7r(x, t)s) = 77(x, t -j- s); x E X, s, t E R (cf. [5]). 
For each fixed 1 E R a transition homcomorphism TP: X - X, x I+ ~(x, l), 
is defined; (i) and (ii) are then equivalent to 
(9’ &J is the identity map of X. 
(ii)’ + 0 .& 11= +-t; s, t E R. 
We say that a (self-) homeomorphism f of X is embedded in (X, R, r) if 
f = sr’. In this paper f is assumed to be differentiable, has a differentiable 
inverse and has no fixed point; the case for f having a fixed point can also be 
considered (see [9]). We will define and study a class of differentiable homeo- 
morphisms which we name as p-homeomorphism (the p does not refer to any 
point). We will study the embedding and the uniqueness of embedding of such 
homeomorphisms. The main result is given in Theorem 4.1, which, among 
other things, shows that the flow in which f is embedded can have the semigroup 
T-k = {rrt 1 t > 0} consisting of onlyp-homeomorphisms. If in ndditionfis Cl, 
this flow extended to the appropriate end-point, if finite, can be a 0flow; 
this result can be used to study embedding 1~oIrlro~Ilorphisrus in P-flows 
(see [9]). If f’ and (f-l)’ are bounded on a compact subinterval of X and f’ 
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is of bounded variation near an appropriate end-point, then f can be shown 
to be a p-homeomorphism. We refer the readers to Theorems 4.2 and 4.1 
for such results. Related results on embedding of homeomorphisms can be 
found in Coifman [3], Fort [4], and Sternberg [lo]. 
We now define a p-homeomorphism. The four conditions in the following 
are needed for proving Theorem 4.1; with (i)-(iii) only, Theorem 4.1 does not 
hold even under the assumption that the extension off to the end-point is Cl 
(Example 4.4 of [8] h s ows that the principal SchBder function fails to define, 
then the transition homeomorphisms do not all have derivatives at the end- 
point.) 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let f be a differentiable homeomorphism of an open 
interval X. We name f a p-homeomorphism if it satisfies the following properties. 
(i) f has no fixed point. 
(ii) f’ exists and is positive. 
(iii) pf = lim,,,O f'(x) exists, wherep, = lim,,, f “(x), x E X (] p, 1 < co). 
(iv) F(zf, c) = Km,,, (fn)‘(~)/(f^)‘(c) exists for each c E X and for every 
x E X. For each compact set K in X x X, F(x, c) is bounded for (x, c) E K and 
the sequence (f”)‘(x)/( f %)‘(c) converges uniformly. 
We note that if (i), ( ii , ) and (iii) hold, property (iv) of Definition 1.1 may be 
reformulated as follows. For a certain c,, E X, f has the property that if [s,, , s] 
is a finite closed subinterval of X, then there exist constants K > 0 and K > 0 
such that 
and for each E > 0 there exists an integer N such that 
SUP{l(f “)‘(x)Mf n)‘(co) - (f “)‘@)/(f m)‘(co)l x E [%I , $I} < E 
for n, m > N. 
In the rest of the paper f will denote a p-homeomorphism. 
2. ASSOCIATE FUNCTIONS OF f 
We fix a c in (iv) of Definition 1.1. For fixed y the function (f"(z) - 
f “(y))/(f “)‘(c) is monotone-increasing and differentiable, which is then absolutely 
continuous. By taking differentiation and (Lebesgue) integration we have 
I : ((f “)‘W(f W)) t&t = (f “(4 -f “(YMf >‘(c> 
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If F(t, c) is bounded and if (f”)‘(t)/(f”)‘( ) c converges to F(t, c) uniformiy 
for t E [y, x] C X, then 
j-h, c> dt = ;+z j-’ (f”)‘(t)/(f”)‘(c) dt; x,yeX 
Y ?I 
Then by the uniform convergence of Definition 1 .I@), hence that the 
m4 - f”(YMf”>‘(c> 
i+% B W, c) dt = (W)(;$(f”(x) - fn(y))/(fn)‘(c)) 
= ~~-i(W>((f”(X) -f”(y)),/(fR)‘(c) 
= qx, c) 
Note that F(x, c) > 0 by (iv) of Definition 1.1. We introduce a function y for f 
by defining 
LEMiW4 2.1. The function y is well-dejined on X. y(x) > 0, x E X$x < f (xj; 
y(x) < 0, x E x zy x > f(x). 
LEMMA 2.2. pf # 0. 
Proof. We have, by the mean value theorem, 
lim f n+2(x) -f”+‘(x) = Pr . lim f n+l(~?) -f”(x> 
11+‘u; f “+1(c) -f”(c) n-tm f n*l(cj -f”(c) 
or 
fz’ F(t, c) dt 
= Pr ’ ~cf@) F(t, c) dt . 
We define two functions, one for pr = 1 and one for pp f 1. 
DEFINITION 2.3. We define for f: 
(4 W = jcz At) & XEX(Pf = 1) 
(b) I(x) = ix $&$ y(t) at, pf f 1, x E x 
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THEOREM 2.4. The follozkag properties hold. 
(i) If pf = 1, then &(f(x)) = I,(x) + 1, XEX. 
(ii) If pf Z 1, then I(f (x)) = I(x) + 1, x E x. 
I,, and I are da$Gerentiable (strictly) monotone functions of X onto the set of real 
mmbers, whose derivatives do not vanish. 











F(t, c) dt = F(t, c) dt, XEX. 
c .E 
Hence 
&(f (x)) - I,(x) = J1”“’ F(t, c) dt/s,““’ F(t, c) dt 
s 
f(C) 
- x Fjt, c) dt/J F(t, c) dt = 1. 
G G 
(ii) Let 1 < pf or pf < 1. We have 
= lim- f ‘(f”(fW> m f’(fYx>> 
f ‘(4 - g f ‘(f “(4) 
Then 
= f-& -F(x, 4 XEX. 




Pr- 1 -. W, 4 
5 log pf ~z’“’ F(s, c) ds dt 




f(t) v= F(s, c) ds. 
t 
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Hence 
f(z) 
I(f(x)) - I(w) = -f& [log jYr F(t, c) dt - log f, F(t, cj dt] (21 
= -!L- [log (pi JA;‘z’ F(t, c) dt) - log J:““ F(t? c) dt] 
1% Pf 
= 1. 
The functions I, and I are -4bel functions for f. 
3. BEHAVIOR OFT NEAR STABLE END-POINT p, 
In this section we obtain a condition on uniform convergence for f, to be 
used for proving the main theorem (next section). 
LEMMA 3.1. For each Jinite closed’ subinterval [s,, f SJ of X and for each 
E > 0 there exists an integw Nfoy which 
sup{1 F(fW, f “(3’)) - 1 I 1 x> Y E h > 4 < E if n > 11;. 
Proof. We have 
F (f “($, f “(y) = fi f’(f “i”(x))r’(fn+Q)) 
i=O 
= (v”)‘(p)!(f~Z)‘(~))I( fi f’(f i(J9)if’v”(~~~) 
i=O 
= ((f’“>(~>i(f”)‘(x)lF(y, 4 
It follows from 
((f “>‘bMf V4)P’(y, 4 = Nf “)‘(r)/(f ‘“)‘W - Fb, 4) F@, co)P(?r, co)1 + 1 
and the remark in the closing of Section 1, that for k, X given there that 
1 - +n/IZ) -=c ((f “)‘(y)l(f n)‘(.4)/F(?:, 4 -c 1 + K(4) (4) 
where E, = sup(l(f “)‘(y)/(f”)‘(x) - F(y, x)I 1 .v,y E [so, s,]]. Since lim,,, E, = 0, 
the lemma follows from (3) and (4). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let S be a set of functions on X such that 
6) fM4) = g(fWh gE s, NEX 
a-& 
(ii) If [a1 , bJ is a finite closed subintemal of X = (a, b), 
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then 
l$F(g(x), x) = 1 unzjcormly (independent of g E S). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume x < f(x), x E X. For 
each y E X, there exists some x = x(y) in [c, f (c)] and an integer n = n(y) 
such that y = f”(x). Then by (i) for g E S 
FMA Y) = Wf’W)~ f “(4 = F(f “(g(x)), f W). (5) 
By (ii) there exists a finite closed subinterval [~a , sr] in X such that 
so < min{c, inf{g(x) I g E S, x E [c, f (c)l} (64 
and 
Sl > m4f (c)y sup{&) I g E s, x E CC, f WI>- @) 
It follows from the preceding lemma that there exists an integer N such that 
sup{\ F(f ‘“(x), f +‘)) - 1 1 1 x, x’ E [so , sJ} < E if n > N. 
BY (5) and (6) 
IF(g(y),y) - 1 I -=c E if f “(f (c)) < y < b. 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is completed. 
4. EMBEDDING f IN A FLOW 
The results obtained are now used to obtain the following embedding 
theorem. For an arbitrary differentiable function g: X -+ X, g’ > 0, we define 
if the limit exists. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f be a p-homeomorphism. Then the functional I,, (for the 
case pr = 1) OY I (for the case pp f 1) induces a continuous flow (X, R, Z-) for 
which the follozving properties hold. 
(a) f n(x) = n-“(x), n integral; i.e., f is embedded in the $0~. 
(b) Each rrt (t > 0) is a p-honteomorphism, hence each rrt is dtzerentiable 
and limz+,,(~t)‘(~) > 0 exists. 
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(c) For g = ~9 (t > 0) the sequence of fmctiom {(g”)‘(x)/(g”)fc)> converges 
in X and converges uniformly for (x, t) E J x A, .where J is a jnite closed sub 
interval of X and A is a Jinite closed s&interval qf (0, co) C R. 
(4 J-(.x, Y) = F(x, Y)> x, YE x, g = d, t > 0. 
(4 IffEe h l t ex & E Cr for each t E R. If in addition tlte point p, is Jinite, 
then the extension of rt to the$xedpoint p, is of class Cl. 
Proof. We first define the flow (X, R, ZT). According to Theorem 2.4 the 
following flow (X, R, r) can be defined by requiring 
A(&(x)) = A(x) + t, XE X, t E R, 17) 
where A in Eq. (7) is the function 1s if pp = 1 and the function I if pf f 1. 
It is readily seen that (a) of the theorem is true. 
We differentiate (7) to obtain 
This is reduced to the equation 
(d)‘(x) = Pft . F(x, &(x)), XEX, tER (9) 
Thus, for the case pf = 1 Eq. (I) holds, hence (9) is true. For the cases pp < 1 
and pr > 1 we let f on the left-hand side of (2) be the map T& and we note 
that the function A in (7) is the function I. We then have 
t = I(d(xz’)) - I(x) = (l/log pr) [log ~~~;;;~‘z” F(t, c) dt/jzf(z’ F(t, c) dt)]. 
It follows that 
s 
f(?rt(s) F(t, C) dt = pf” . I’(” F(t, C) dt 
rkr) 2 
and Eq. (9) follows for these cases. 
Now for proving (b) we have to show that each & (1 > 0) of (7) is ap-homeo- 
morphism. Following that f itself has no fixed point, each & has no fixed point 
unless f = 0. Now limz+PoF(7rt(x), x) = 1 (see Lemma 3.2j, by (9) 
l&$)‘(x) = /.-if” > 0, t ER. 
Thus we can prove (b) if we can prove (c). 
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For proving (c) and (d) we let g = &, t > 0, t EF. By (9) 
k”>‘(4/k”“Y(c> = F(x, g”(WF(c, g”(c)> 
= F(x, c) . F(gn(c), g”(x)). (11) 
Let d = {s E R j +(c) EJ>, then d is a finite closed subinterval of R. By the 
definition off if 
M = sup{F(7rS(c), c) 1 s E A}, then M < a3. 
If x E J, t E A, there exists a unique s E A such that T?(C) = X. Then by (11) 
(g”>‘(~)/(g’“>‘(4 - (g”>‘(~>/(g”>‘(c) =ew, w(eY?J,Yn) - Fw(YnL)> YwJ>> 
Ik”)‘W(g’W - k”)‘(41km)‘(41 < Jf I W+(Y~), ~4 - F(+YA mJL 
(12) 
where yn = g”(x) = rnt(x). 
It is not difficult to see that {yJ in (12) satisfies 
k:; yn = p, uniformly (independent of x E J and t E A). 
It follows that 
l$r~ F(z--~(~,), yn) = 1 uniformly (independent of (x, t) E J x A). (13) 
(Use Lemma 3.2 by letting S = {c” 1 s E A}.) Then the proofs for (c) and (d) 
follow; (c) follows from (12) and (d) follows from (ll), by applying (13). (e) 
follows from the limit in (b) and that F(x, X-~(X)) in (9) is now continuous. 
The proof of the theorem is completed. 
We give a sufficient condition for p-homeomorphisms. 
THEOREM 4.2. If X is an arbitrary open internal and h is a seEfhonzeo- 
morphism of X such that (i) h h as no jxedpoint, (ii) h’ exists >O, (iii) h’ and (h-l)’ 
are boundid on compact subintervals of -7, and (iv) there exists a neighborhood 
of p, in which h’ is of bounded variation, then h is a p-homeomovphism. 
Proof. The proof is a straight computation and is omitted. 
5. FUNCTIONS COMMUTING WITH f AND UNIQUENESS OF EMBEDDING 
Case pi # 1. We consider the principal Schrader function [8] 
1 
. PC4 -Po 
L(x) = k+t f”(C) -p, ’ IPOI < cm 
;;+t f”@>/fn(47 IPOI = 03 
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It was proved in [S] that in case the directional limit ICY exists #O, 1, and in 
case f can be embedded in an E, ,-flow, ([8], p. 278, Definition 2.2) then the 
flow must be given by r*(x) = L--l(+“L(x)) (see Theorem 2.5 of [S]). Since 
the flow in Theorem 4.1 is an EflO-Aow we obtain the uniqueness of embedding 
of Theorem 4.1 for pi = JC~ f 1. In fact the uniqueness of embedding can 
be considered a special property of uniqueness of functions commuting with f. 
In terms of commuting functions we have the following more general theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. If f is a p-homeomorphism and pI # 1, then f can be embedded 
in a jaw of Theorem 4.1 which is the only ED,-$0~ in which f can be embedded. 
The famii$ of -mappiqs g: X + X which has a directional derivative and which 
commutes with f is the set of transition homeomorphisms of the Jroz~. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 2.6 of [Xl. The only thing need to be verified 
is that ICY + 0, 1. This is true if we can show pI = ICY . The proof for it is quite 
direct and is omitted. 
Case pi = 1. For this case L = 1 (the uniqueness of Theorem 5.1 fails). 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let X be an arbitrary interval, p, an end-point of X, 
IPOI G co, (X, R, 7~) a flow on X. The flow is said to be an Sa,-jZo~~ if each 
(rt)’ exists and each limz+D,(at)‘(,v) exists. 
THEOREM 5.3. If f is a p-homeomoyphism and ,o~ = 1, then f can be embedded 
in a $0~ of Theorem 4.1 which is the only SDO-JEow in mhich f can be embedded. 
The family of mappings g: X + X which is d$erentiable near p, , for .zohich 
lim,,, g’(x) exists and which commutes with f is the set. of transition homeo- 
morph&m of the flow. Let G denote the family of mappings g: X -+ X which is 
d$ferentiable near p, and fey which lim,,BO g’(x) exists, let Gg, = (g E G j g o g, = 
g, 0 g>, g, E G. Tlzez Gk = Gf = (7~~ / t E R) for h E Gf .which is laot the identity 
mapping. 
Proof. We prove the statement for g. According to the last statement of 
[8, Theorem 2.51 we have L(&(c)) = 4” = 1 for all t E R. Then L s 1 and if 
I p, / < cc then 
iv(cN - PO 
ps = “9 = ;! m = 
lb f “(g(c)) - po = qg@)) = 1 
n+* f”(c) -Po 
Likewise if j p, j = c~j then pg = K~ = 1. Similar to the proof of (1) we can 
show 
fg(‘) F(t, c) dt = s”‘“’ F(t, c) dt, x E X. 
‘2 e 
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Now if x E X, g(x) = n-f(~) for some t E R. By (7) 
t = I,(n+)) - I,(x) = &(g(x) - I,(x) 
=s s(n) F(t, c) dt 2 IS f(C) F(t, c) dt e 
- j”“’ F(t, c) dt/lftc) F(t, c) dt. - 
c c 
Hence t is independent of x. Then g = &, t = &(g(c)). Therefore the family 
of mappings which is differentiable near p, for which the limit of derivative 
as x approaches p, exists and which commutes with f is the family of transition 
homeomorphisms of the flow (X, R, CT). 
For any SPO-flow (X, R, ) o in which z-T (T i: 0) is embedded the relation 
t = 4M4~ h w ere I,, is now the function for r7, establishes a linear relation 
ty z 71-t’ between the parameter s of the SPO-flow with t’ which is a scalar 
multiple’ of the parameter t in (X, R, r). The flow (X, R, o) then differs by 
(X, R, 7~) by at most a linear reparametrization. In particular, for r = 1 we 
have s = t’ = t and the SPO-flow is then the same as (X, R, n-). 
The proof of Theorem 5.3 is completed. 
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